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Dominant print and digital news provider in one 
of the fastest growing US metro areas 

Ownership: A.H. Belo, since 1885 

News FTEs: ~270 

Print circulation: 140k daily; 220k Sunday 

Avg. monthly uniques: 13.5 million (metered 
subscription - since May) 

Brands: DMN, DallasNews, SportsDayDFW, 
GuideLive, AlDia (Spanish-language), Briefing 

Diversified digital marketing services portfolio 



A solid foundation 



The online newspaper 



New leadership 

Mike Wilson 
Editor 

February 2015 

Robyn Tomlin 
Managing Editor 
September 2015 



New Vision 

“Imagine a newsroom where we think of The Dallas 
Morning News first as a digital news organization.” 

“Imagine a newsroom where we are driven much more 
by what the audience needs and much less by what 

we’re used to doing.” 

-Mike Wilson, May 2015 



The  
Empirical  
Project 

Content 
> Understand what content the DMN newsroom should 
provide, and in what forms, to serve its mission and to 
engage readers 

> How will DMN find the right balance between various 
content types and form factors 

Capabilities 
> What skills must the newsroom have to produce desired 
content across platforms 

> What roles and resources are needed and in what 
numbers 

Organization & Workflow 
> How should the newsroom be organized 

> What are the workflows to produce content and engage 
readers 

> What tech tools are needed and how should they be 
used 



Call to Action 
We won’t let the Rock of Truth crumble. Not on our watch. 

The Dallas Morning News urgently needs sweeping change. Because we haven’t had sufficient 
evolution, we now need a revolution. 

Our entire approach to telling, presenting and promoting our stories has to change to serve our 
increasingly digital audience. Every job in the newsroom must change. We must set different 

priorities.  

If we cannot find a way to make digital a compelling experience that is compatible with the daily 
lives of our readers, then not only will our fortunes decline, so will our public service. 

We must act. 

The future is digital. In fact, the present is digital — and we’re missing out. 

-Empirical Committee, August 2015 



Newsroom of the Future 
ORGANIZE coverage around people instead of institutions. Derive 
content from questions about interesting and important phenomena that 
affect their lives. (Obsessions) 

PLAN all our journalism for digital platforms and distill from that content 
a great newspaper produced each day by a print-focused team. (Digital-
to-Print workflow) 

CURATE the best stories available, using our expertise to encapsulate 
the world for our readers. (Aggregation) 

DESIGN new jobs and expand existing ones to build a staff trained in 
an array of digital skills. (New roles and skills) 



Newsroom of the Future 
DESIGNATE  newsroom specialists with advanced abilities in data, 
programming, interactive design, curation, audience engagement, 
video and analytics. (New teams) 

EXPAND our training to include mandatory baseline digital training for 
the majority of the staff, and higher level classes for specialists. 
(Continuous learning) 

SHIFT our workflow to publish everything online earlier. (Digital first) 

IMPROVE communication and stop duplicating efforts. (Slack, central 
budgeting tool) 



A new structure 



The Dot Race 



50% 
Percentage of full-time staff members (more than 130 people) 
moved into different jobs or have significantly different roles/

responsibilities. 



Audience and analytics 



Audience Team 
> 18/7 

> Homepage 

> Social (FB, FB Live, FBIA, Twitter, 

Instagram, Snapchat) 

> Mobile apps/push alerts 

> Newsletters 

> Headline coaching, A/B testing 

> Story production coaching 

> Analytics 

> Project release plans 



Analytics 
> Analytics editor 

> Transparent to all 

> Custom dashboard for writers 

> Tools: Parse.ly, Google Analytics 

Premium, API’s Metrics for News,  

> A/B testing 

> Analytics training  



Audience Goals 

Why are we doing this? 
> Raise awareness of audience best 
practices and get journalists using metrics to 
drive behaviors. 

> Focus on outcomes, not on activities 

> Create a growth mindset 

> Develop personal & team accountability 



Content 



Focus on  
curation 



Curation 
> Curated by sports producer 

> Gathered from staff tweets, 
observations and (attributed) 
links to reporting from The 
Seattle Times 

> This story had 75,0000 
visitors; 116,000 pageviews 

> Sports publishes an average 
of 50-60 posts a day 

> Overall, posts get an average 
of 3,500 visitors 



Breaking News 
Team 

> 18/7 

> Heavy focus on news aggregation, 

social news gathering 

> Not just DFW -- across Texas 

> Breaking news reporters (5) 

> Breaking news producers (3) 

> Breaking news enterprise (3) 

> Breaking news editors (4) 



> Who is going to share stories on your Obsession? 

> What questions do they need answered? 

> How might they use this information? 

> Why is this Obsession important right now?  

> How/why is this Obsession important here? 

> Is there a sufficient range of stories -- aggregation, 

dailies, enterprise? 

> Can you sustain this for at least six months? 

> Why do you think this will help you grow your 

audience? 

Obsessions criteria 



Obsession: Texana 



Don’t be boring 



Technology and tools 



Serif 

> Work with LifeBlue, a Dallas-based 

boutique design/dev firm 

> Created to power GuideLive  

> Adapted to power SportsDayDFW and 

SportsDayHS 

> Taken to scale to power DallasNews  

> Easy to use 

> Best in class for building engaging stories 



A new DallasNews 

> Fully mobile responsive  

> Strong, visual format 

> Tag- and topic-driven navigation 

> Infinite scroll, article-to-stream nav 

encourages serendipity, recirculation 

> Algorithmic story streams akin to social  

> Competitive, integrated advertising 

> Coming soon: Stream personalization 



Learning and communication 





Universal budget 
A single source of truth 

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your 
computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



Headline Rodeo 



Build the skills 
> Mandatory skills survey -- all staff and 
managers 

> Used results to design an intensive 
training effort 

> Year-long leadership training 

> 12-15 skills training sessions a month 
(photo & video, audio, data literacy, story 
design, chart building, audience 
development, social media, etc…) 

> Writer’s group 

> Weekly Spanish classes 



Results … so far 

Overall Uniques: +55% 
yoy 
DFW Uniques:     +33% 
yoy 



Questions? 

Mike Wilson | @MWilstory 
Robyn Tomlin  | @robyntomlin 


